A Standalone Solution

Compact

Welcome Fiber

Free-standing or wall-mount, the versatile Verge
PR2300 can be placed virtually anywhere within
the premises, bringing fiber to Brownfield quickly
and easily.

Holds all the cabling
and active (modem,
ONT, UPS), and passive
(cable management
clips/spools, modules)
components of a
multi-play residence in
a 17”W x 23”H x 6.5”D
footprint.

Today’s connected homes are fiber
based, and Primex has what you need
to move it inside.

Introducing the first WiFi
Transparent, Media Distribution
Enclosure specifically designed
for retrofit installations.

Hey Good
Looking!
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Minimize the Mess
Tucking equipment
and cabling away, safe
and sound and out of
sight, makes for happy
customers and reduces
subscriber loss.

Discrete and easy on
the eyes, the Verge
PR2300 is as attractive
as it is functional.
Smooth styling
and ergonomically
designed with the
installer and end-user
in mind.

WiFi Transparent
Allows wireless
signals to pass
through more easily
than metal enclosures
so your customers
stay connected and off
the tech support line.

Discrete & Elegant
Simple clean lines and subtle curves tame the
tangle while blending into the end-users decor.

Finally, an enclosure
that can be tucked
under a desk or
mounted to a wall
without modifying
the infrastructure.

Free-Standing
Patent pending

VERGE

Pre-loading the
enclosure allows for
more installs per day
and faster service
rollout, potentially
reducing cost.

Retrofit-Friendly

PR2300

Install Faster

Get into
Brownfield

Wall-Mount

Make a stand
in Brownfield
Introducing the first, stand-alone media
distribution enclosure specifically
designed to streamline Brownfield
fiber installations.

Free-Standing

Protective

Easily centralize multi-play
services anywhere within
the premises.

Curved top prevents customers from
placing spillables on top of enclosure.

Rail Mounting System
Unique Rail Mounting System with
adjustable single, double or keyhole
brackets allows for fast, simple and
flexible component configuration.

Versatile

The Verge PR2300 Media Distribution
Enclosure provides a clean, low-profile,
easy-to-install central location for
bringing smart home multi-play fiber
applications into retrofit residential
SFU/MDU’s.

An optional back cover allows for
completely free-standing applications.

The patent pending Verge PR2300 allows service
providers to quickly roll out fiber to residences
in a pre-loadable, virtual plug-and-play unit,
cutting installation time while offering a visually
appealing finish to the homeowner.

Pair the optional
keystone adapters and
couplers for simple plug
and play connectivity.

The tool-less design allows for easy
stacking of non-traditional equipment.

Plug and Play
Versatile Installation. Can be mounted on the surface
inside a closet or free-standing next to a desk.

Wall-Mount

Whether free-standing against a desk or wallmounted in a closet, the installer-friendly Verge
PR2300 with its unique Rail Mounting System is
ideal for Brownfield fiber retrofits where no in-wall
solution exists.
Now, the efficient cable and component management of the in-wall Verge Media Distribution
Enclosure family (P2100, P3000, P4200, P6300)
has been brought to retrofit applications with
freestanding and surface-mount functionality.
Today’s homes are fiber-based, and Primex has
what you need to move it inside.
Learn more at: www.primexfits.com

Retrofit Brownfield
applications quickly
and discretely.

Easy Access
Lids feature snap-in handles that
blend naturally into the design
while doubling as side venting.
Simple locking mechanism on the
handles limits end-user access.

Passive Venting
Generous venting
ensures equipment
remains within operating
temperature limits.

Patent pending

